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ABSTRACT
The NCHEMS Costing and Data Management System is

designed to assist institutions in the implementation of cost
studies. There are at least two kinds of cost studies: historical
cost studies which display cost-related data that reflect actual
events over a specific prior time period, and predictive cost studies
which forecast costs that will be incurred during some future time
period. These two kinds of cost studies use different techniques.
Historical studies require the identification and aggregation of cost
related data in terms of actual units (dollars, credit hours, and so
forth). Predictive studies usually represent an institution in terms
of historically derived parameters (such as average section size,
faculty rank mix), which then are used as a basis for forecasting
costs. NCHEMS Costing and Data Management System supports both
historical and predictive cost studies--specifically, the cost study
portion of the Information Exchange Procedures (IEP) and the Resource
Requirements Prediction Model (RRPM 1.6). Contained in this report is

a general description of the system (purpose, institutional
information, structure, and capabilities), accounting information,
personnel information, faculty activity information, student
registration information, .student outcomes information, data
management (storage, display, calculation, allocation, unit costing)
and other possible uses and definitions. (Author/PG)
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The Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education
(WICHE) is a public agency through which the 13 western
states work together

. to increase educational opportunities for westerners.
. to expand the supply of specialized manpower in the

West.
. to help universities and colleges improve both their

programs and their management.
. to inform the public about the needs of higher educa-

tion.

The Program of the National Center for Higher Education
Management Systems at WICHE was proposed by state
coordinating agencies and colleges and universities in the
West to he under the aegis of the Western Interstate Com-
mission for Higher Education. The National Center for
Higher Education Management Systems at WICHE pro-
poses in summary:

To design. develop. and encourage the implementation of
management information systems and data bases including
common data elements in institutions and agencies of higher
education that will:

provide improved information to higher education ad-
ministration at all levels.

facilitate exchange of comparable data among institu-
tions.

facilitate reporting of comparable information at the
state and national levels.
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WARRANTY

The NCHEMS Costing and Data Management System is a Type I-A program product.

The following description of a Type I program product is contained in the

NCHEMS Policies and Procedures Manual:

A computer program or system of programs and documentation released
under this designation will contain a warranty that indicates the
programs meet the programming standards of the Center and will per-
form as the documentation indicates and that NCHEMS will make modi-
fications if this is not the case. Standard disclaimers, limiting
the liability of NCHEMS, will be included.

All software released under Type I will be first approved for release
by the task force involved in the development of the software.

Recipients of Type I release programs wi;1 5e maintained on a mailing
list and will receive any changes to the s)ctware made by NCHEMS.
Support will be limited to released versions of the software and does
not include user modifications.

NCHEMS support for software released under 'ype I will include noti-
fications, telephone and letter correspondence concerning implementa-
tion. Users will be notified twelve months in advance of termination
of NCHEMS support of any particular product. On-site implementation
assistance for individual institutions will not be provided, but
periodic technical workshops will be made available as appropriate.

Within the Type I software category, two subclasses are recognized.

A. Type I-A software has been used by one or more institutions in
a pilot test designed to improve the general understandability,
ease of implementation, and overall attractiveness of the product.

B. Type I-B software has not been subjected to a formal pilot test
procedure.
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PREFACE

This document describes the NCHEMS Costing and Data Management System.

It explains the purpose and organization of the system and identifies

the institutional information on which the system is based.

Other documents that may be used in conjunction with this document are:

An Introduction to the Resource Requirements Prediction Model 1.6,
Technical Report No. 34A

Faculty Activity Analysis Procedures Manual, Technical Report No. 44

NCHEMS Costing and Data Management System--Sample Reports, Technical
Report No. 56

Account Crossover Module Reference Manual, Technical Report No. 57

Faculty Activity Module Reference Manual, Technical Report No. 58

Personnel Data Module Reference Manual, Technical Report No. 59

Student Data Module Reference Manual, Technical Report No. 60

Student Outcomes Module Reference Manual, Technical Report No. 61

Data Management Module Reference Manual, Technical Report No. 62

IEP Structure, Technical Report No. 63

IEP Data Formats and Definitions, Technical Report No. 64

IEP Cost Study Procedures, Technical Report No. 65

IEP Outcomes, Procedures, Technical Report No. 66
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION

PURPOSE OF THE SYSTEM

The NCHEMS Costing and Data Management System is designed to assist institu-

tions in the implementation of cost studies. There are at least two

kinds of cost studies: historical cost studies display cost-related data

that reflect actual events over a specified prior time period, and predictive

cost studies forecast costs that will be incurred during some future time

period. These two kinds of cost studies use different techniques. Historical

studies require the identification and aggregation of cost-related data in

:ems of actual units (dollars, credit hours, and so forth). Predictive

studies usually represent an institution in terms of historically derived

parameters (such as average section size, faculty rank mix), which then are

used as the basis for forecasting costs.

NCHEMS Costing and Data Management System supports both historical and pre-

dictive cost studies--specifically, the cost study portion of the Information

Exchange Procedures (IEP) and the Resource Requirements Prediction Model

(RRPM 1.6).

INSTITUTIONAL. INFORMATION

The Costing and Data Management System requires information about the institu-

tion using the system. Some or all of the following kinds of information

will be required to implement this system for either Information Exchange

Procedures or Resource Requirements Prediction Model purposes:

12
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Student Registration Information

Student Outcomes Information

Personnel Information

Faculty Activity Information

Accounting Information

STRUCTURE OF THE SYSTEM

The Costing and Data Management System is modular in design. Each module may

be used independent of all other modules, or each module may be used in

conjunction with other modules or with the Resource Requirements Prediction

Model. This modular design allows expansion of the system without requiring

major modifications. A separate module processes each of the information

types. The modules and the associated institutional information are:

Modules

Student Data Module

Student Outcomes Module

Personnel Data Module

Faculty Activity Module

Account Crossover Module

Data Management Module

Associated Institutional Information

Student Registration Information

Student Outcome Information

Personnel Information

Faculty Activity Information

Accounting Information

Stores and manipulates information
from the other modules

Figure 1 shows each module's relationship to the system. Note that the Data

Management Module does not directly accept institutional information, but

rather is a storage and manipulation mechanism for information obtained from

the other modules.

2 13
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Institutional Information

FIGURE 1

SYSTEM STRUCTURE
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SYSTEM CAPABILITIES

This system is a tool in support of costing projects. The following capa-

bilities are provided:

Editing

All institutional information is subjected to a detailed edit.

Summarizing

Summaries of student demand, faculty staffing, and departmental

contribution are calculated.

Manipulating

Information may be scaled, weighted, and otherwise manipulated

in many of the modules.

Converting

Some modules have the capability to convert unique institutional

codes (such as major or discipline) into a uniform standard

code (such as the HEGIS taxonomy).

Reporting

Each module produces reports displaying errors encountered as well

as results of processing. The Data Management Module includes

a limited report writer.

Storing

The system provides a igeneralized information storage capability.

4 15
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The system is basically independent of NCHEMS definitions and structures.

This allows the use of any structure, be it the NCHEMS Program Classification

Structure (as in Information Exchange Procedures) or the institution's own

accounting structure. Similarly, the institution's definition of direct

cost can be used in lieu of the Information Exchange Procedures direct cost

definition. The information storage mechanism in the Data Management Module

has been designed also to allow institutional definitions. Therefore any informa-

tion may be stored, regardless of any Information Exchange Procedures or

Resource Requirements Prediction Model requirements.
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ACCOUNTING INFORMATION

Accounting information is processed by the Account Crossover Module. The

Information Exchange Procedures cost study requires the realignment of

institutional accounting information into the Information Exchange Procedures

activity center structure. The Account Crossover Module provides that realign-

ment (crossover) capability. This capability may be stated generally as the

ability to cross over from any structure to any structure.

To execute an Information Exchange Procedures crossover, the institution

must be able to identify what portion of each institutional account is to

be crossed into each Information Exchange Procedures activity center. For

example:

FIGURE 2

SAMPLE ACCOUNTING INFORMATION

Institutional
Account #

Expenditure
Balance

Portion
of

Account
Information Exchange Procedures

Activity Center

10-251-04
Computer Center

$108,000 80% 4.4 Academic Computing Support

20% 6.3 Administrative Computing Support

The Account Crossover Module produces two reports. The first report, in insti-

tutional account number order, shows how each account was split among the

Information Exchange Procedures activity centers. The second report, in

Information Exchange Procedures activity center order, shows the institu-

tional accounts that contributed to each Information Exchange Procedures

activity center.
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The Account Crossover Module accepts crossover instructions produced by the

Personnel Data Module and produces information to be stored by the Data

Management Module.
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PERSONNEL INFORMATION

Personnel information is processed by the Personnel Data Module. The primary

function of the Personnel Data Module is to calculate crossover instructions

to be used by the Account Crossover Module. This is done by linking person-

nel both to the accounts they are paid from and to the tasks they perform.

Figure 3 illustrates the kinds of information needed.

FIGURE 3

SAMPLE PERSONNEL INFORMATION

PAYROLL ACCOUNTS

10-941-18
11-941-18

TASKS

Teach Hist 305
Teach Hist 100
Research Project
Library Administrator

Employee Number: 5807

AMOUNT

$15,000
$ 3,000

3 Cr. Hr. Course
2 Cr. Hr. Course

4 Time
Time

The Personnel Data Module produces four reports. The first report shows

each person's tasks and the calculated compensation attached to each. The

second report shows the institutional accounts that supported each task.

The third report shows which tasks were supported by each institutional

account. Finally= a report is produced showing the crossover instructions

that will be forwarded to the Account Crossover Module.

19
8
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The Personnel Data Module accepts information from the Student Data Module

and the Faculty Activity Module, and forwards information to the Account

Crossover Module, the Data Management Module, and the Resource Requirements

Prediction Model.

9 20
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FACULTY ACTIVITY INFORMATION

Faculty activity information is processed by the Faculty Activity Module.

The Faculty Activity Module was designed to support the Faculty Activity

Analysis project. The function of the Faculty Activity Module is to pro-

duce edited machine-readable versions of the Faculty Activity and Outcomes

Survey instruments, suitable for further institutional processing. The

Faculty Activity Module may be used additionally to produce the information

needed for the Personnel Data Module. This does not preclude entering

faculty activity information directly into the Personnel Data Module.

The Faculty Activity Module produces three reports. The first report shows

a detailed tabulation of each individual faculty member's activity as

recorded on the survey instrument. The second report shows departmental

aggregations of faculty activity as reported on that instrument. The final

report shows the data produced for the Personnel Data Module.

The Faculty Activity Module forwards information to the Personnel Data Module.

21
10
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STUDENT REGISTRATION INFORMATION

Student registration information is processed by the Student Data Module.

The primary function of the Student Data Module is to produce a mechanism

for translating discipline costs (cost per credit hour) into program costs

(cost per student major). This mechanism is usually referred to as an

Induced Course Load Matrix or an Instructional Workload Matrix.

To produce this mechanism, the institution must identify each student's

major and level. Also, for each of the student's courses, the institution

must identify the discipline, the course level, and the number of credit

hours, as shown in Figure 4.

FIGURE 4

SAMPLE STUDENT REGISTRATION INFORMATION

STUDENT'S
MAJOR

STUDENT'S
LEVEL

DISCIPLINE
OF COURSE

COURSE
LEVEL

CREDIT
HOURS

CHEM SOPH MATH FRESH 5

The Student Data Module produces two reports. The first report, in student

major order, shows the number of credit hours taken by each major from

each discipline. The second report, in discipline order, shows the number

of credit hours contributed by each discipline to each major.

The Student Data Module forwards information to the Personnel Data Module,

the Data Management Module, and the Resource Requirements Prediction Module.

22
11
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STUDENT OUTCOMES INFORMATION

Student outcomes information is processed by the Student Outcomes Module.

The ,Jrimary function of the Student Outcomes Module is to convert data

reported on the Student Outcomes Survey instrument into a form suitable

for storage in the Data Management Module.

The Student Outcomes Module produces two reports. The first report is an

edited tabulation of the responses of each student from the survey instru-

ment. The second report is an aggregation of responses by student major.

The Student Outcomes Module forwards information to the Data Management

Module.

12
23
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DATA MANAGEMENT

The Data. Management Module has several clearly separated functions:

STORAGE

The Data Management Module provides a flexible and easily expandable file

maintenance system for storage of information collected by the Costing and

Data Management System, as well as other institutional information.

DISPLAY

Information may be extracted in both machine-readable and report form.

CALCULATION

Calculation may be performed on the information stored within the Data

Management Module. For example, allocated cost may be added to direct cost

to produce full cost.

ALLOCATION

Allocation is the process of spreading support costs across primary cost

centers. For example, the costs of the library may be allocated to instruc-

tion, research, and public service costs.
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UNIT COSTING

Unit costing is the calculation of cost per discipline credit hour and cost

per student major.
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OTHER POSSIBLE USES AND DEFINITIONS

Although the Costing and Data Management System was produced to support the

Information Exchange Procedures and the Resource Requirements Prediction

Model, the system was designed with few restrictions regarding the kinds

of data to be processed or the structure for arraying those data. For

example, Information Exchange Procedures requires an Instructional Workload

Matrix of semester credit hours by discipline and student major. However,

the Student Data Module will construct an Instructional Workload Matrix

of student contact hours (or any other measure) by department (or any other

grouping) and ethnic group (or any other classification). Similarly, the

Account Crossover Module will cross over account balances from institutional

accounts to the Information Exchange Procedures activity structure, but the

Account Crossover Module may be used to cross account balances (representing

any units) from any structure to any structure.

Throughout this document, Information Exchange Procedures terminology and

definitions have been used. However, many other definitions are possible.

In the following examples the underlined Information Exchange Procedures

term may be replaced as indicated:

Discipline may be any budgetary or organizational unit, such as depart-

ment, division, school, college, course, or section.

Course Level may be any subset of Discipline, such as day or night

courses, large or small courses, or major/service-oriented courses.
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Student may be any homogeneous grouping of students, such as

degree/nondegree program, field of study, or curricular path.

Student Level may be any subset of Student Major, such as full/part-

time, age, ethnic group, or female/male.

Credit Hours may be any student-related unit, such as contact hours,

institutional defined units, revenue/tuition, or outcome units.

Information Exchange Procedures Activity Center Structures may be any

structure, such as the institutional chart of accounts or a state

reporting structure.

Expenditure Balance may be any quantity, such as budgetary amount,

revenue, or square feet.

This flexibility permits the use of institutional definitions and structures.

Therefore, the Costing and Data Management System may be used in a number of

areas such as personnel staffing, facilities, revenue, and student

loading.

9341600000045400:
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